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ABSTRACT 
Speech is a activity speak in front general or give a speech for express his opinion, or give an 

idea about something. Speech usually brought by a which give orations and statement about 

something things/events that are important and worthy of discussion. Speech is one of the 

theories of lesson language indonesian . See condition child in time now, more consequence 

progress technology like smartphone, it is very rare that there is direct communication 

between one another In real life, everyone is busy with communicating in cyberspace. When 

again time for them to practice speaking face to face with the other person? Reflecting on In 

this case, we are motivated to do service to students in order to go through In this they 

practice speaking formally/officially as well as train critical thinking. Because from an early 

age, students trained so that they are able to communicate, convince listeners against 

argument delivered. Result student more brave communicate with good in life daily 

more on situation official because communicate is wrong one capital for reach success in time 

front. 
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INTRODUCTION 

a. Situation Analysis 

Communication is ability which owned somebody since still baby.but 

communication is meaningless if every human being have good communication skills 

good and right . In the current era of globalization in all fields, especially in the field of 

communication such as gadgets make children more closed in talking directly because 

children are more preoccupied with playing gadgets that make them forget themselves 

like playing games and media social. 's all really there with advances in technology 

make the whole world become unlimited with anything that makes us close, starting 

from children children to adults this condition has become commonplace. gadget is a 

knife edge two that provide comfort but provide disadvantages and negative impacts 

on the among children child with person the closest person . 

 Seeing from this case, children from an early age should have been trained 

to communicate who are good and true and brave in expressing their opinions so that 

they do not become someone who is quiet and shy because he is focused on 

communicating in cyberspace children among SD is already dominant in having 

gadgets. So dedication this is so right addressed on student junior high school 

.researcher already observe attitude middle school children among In general, the 

family is always busy with their respective gadgets without any real communication 

with fellow brothers, even worse, according to researchers with state elementary 

school teachers 095231 PULIBUAH, in in class even moment the teacher teach them 

rather play HANDPHONE , assigned for speak by direct no brave and no able. So 

if like that when else they practice for communication? after from case This is what 

researchers provide training to elementary school children, especially in SD 

COUNTRY 095231 PULIBUAH, so that ability speak and courage is wrong one 

education character who must be planted on student self . 

We know that the tough character is very important. Character is higher in 

value than intellectuality. Stability life our depends on character our. Because 

character make person able to survive, have the stamina to keep struggling. For a long 

time our nation has tended to neglect important tasks. Our nation is really cool doing 

model development which more prioritize physique, like office luxury for regional 

heads, expensive settlements, magnificent high-rise buildings , shopping centers and 

even minimarkets throughout the country. Character building tasks tend to be ignored. 

 

B. Education Character 

Character are attitudes and ways of thinking, behaving, and interact as features 

characteristic of an individual in living, acting, and working together in a family 

environment, community, and nation. Family is backbone character development. 

Thus character is very important, character is of higher value than intellectual 

property, in the formation of family and school character is the most important thing 

main in build character. Character don't once ignored because character main 

foundation in building Nation. If character nation our strong then be strong our 

country and vice versa. Thus our nation will become a nation that character strong and 

tough. 
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A teacher also plays an important role in the education process in schools, 

namely: for grow courage and character by each participant educate, that is by 

increasing exemplary and disciplined habits as well as a good teaching and learning 

process active. Therefore, in an effort to improve the ability to speak, think critically, 

and brave convey opinion and speak direct with person which there is surrounding. 

This country needs a generation capable of public speaking and have courage, as well 

communicate which good for progress country. 

 

C. Formulation Problem 

Formulas problem in devotion this that is how about practice student SD 

COUNTRY 095231 PULIBUAH make a speech as well as increase Skills and dare 

speak in front of general When after or before training done? 

 

METODE 

A. Activity Method 

Technique which used in convey Theory training is with gurgle tool help 

multimedia in the form of laptops, LCDs, and tool multimedia which other. The 

methods used in the implementation of this method are discussions and speeches to 

each other. 

 

B. Timetable Activity 

The participants of the training were students of class VI SD NEGERI 095231 

PULIBUAH who totaling 23 people training to improve speaking skills and speaking 

courage in public to the students of SD STATE 095231 PULIBUAH has been held on 

November 25, 2021 to be exact at SD NEGERI room 095231 PULIBUAH . 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

a. Troubleshooting Framework 

The results carried out on the above problems are using the approach with 

student SD COUNTRY 095231 PULIBUAH in activity daily specifically increase Skills 

and courage speak in front of general that is through make a speech. 

The activity plan is to develop the courage to speak in public and capable 

convey opinion through make a speech in SD COUNTRY 095231 PULIBUAH. With 

thereby, they the more determined for speak as well as have courage environment 

community. 

In everyday life speaking is a very important thing for life especially in this day 

and age, where everyone is free to express their opinion as well as talk. Someone will 

be able to present himself when you dare to speak in front In general, sometimes 

someone is able to talk to each other privately but it's difficult to speak in front 

general. Dare to speak is the courage to express thoughts and views with appropriate 

words logic. 

In this service, students will be given an explanation of how to overcome fear 
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speak. Between other: 

1. Student must capable resolve flavor scared 

2. Capable speak so that create courage 

3. Form courage become taste believe self 

 

Thus, this training is the first step to achieve the desired goal very large from 

training the courage to speak in public, researchers overcoming problems in talk and 

courage in convey opinion that very reduce usage gadgets so more focused speaking in 

front general. 

 

B. Realization Of Problem Solving 

In socialization beginning training this, have destination so that increase skills 

and courage to speak in public, to invite students to join participate as well as for 

knowing characteristics para student at school the. Training activities this use four 

techniques make a speech 

1. Method script 

2. Method memorize 

3. Method stoptanity 

4. Method explanation framework 

Then proceed with direct practice by students to find out how far where they 

have Skills and courage speak in front of general. Thing this considered effective 

because the knowledge gained during the training will be conveyed by good if para 

participant can deliver it. 

Speeches also have a function, namely to train the courage to speak in public and 

improve speaking skills, giving speeches can also improve attitudes confident and add 

self-understanding. 

A person who has joined the pro and con team must have ethics and norms in 

expressing opinion. Ethics in giving a speech is to be serious and focus on the theme it 

brings and action involves emotional links in make a speech. The nature of speech that 

is persuasion or invite listeners. 

From the material above, it is conveyed to students to get the material improve 

speaking skills, the researchers will divide the groups. The purpose of This grouping is 

to make it easier for students to communicate and speak. Before To do make a speech 

that is : 

1. Understand contents Theory from speech which in convey 

2. Determine destination make a speech 

3. Knowing and analyze para oesta and atmosphere his 

4. Arrange framework speech material 

5. Before make a speech should To do practice more formerly 

6. Disappear right flavor fever stage moment make a speech 

7. Adapt voice in make a speech so that Secrete voice with clear and assertive. 

8. Adapt motion body like palm hand look advance for support power pull 

in a speech but don't do too much. 

Para researcher convey on student/i by team devotion convey element- element 

make a speech. 
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1. Regards opener that is for start speech path 

2. Greeting that is greeting to person important. Start from which have position 

high up to lower 

3. Praise gratitude that is sign thanks to Lord Which great One 

4. Contents speech that is tree speech 

5. Closing speech that is including appeal , invite, and flavor thanks 

6. Regards Closing that is regards final because speech have been completed 

 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the results of the implementation of the activities that have been 

carried out, several conclusion as following: 

1. Is there an increase in speaking ability and courage in public to students SD 

COUNTRY 095231 PULIBUAH through make a speech in order to improve skills 

and courage to speak in public, to students before or after implementation 

2. Through training can improve skills and courage in public especially in the 

community and able to express their opinions with confident attitude . 
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